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Virtual Meeting Good evening.

Our Governor, through an executive order, closed all schools as of last week on Wednesday, so until I learn 
otherwise, schools are closed until further notice.  Naturally, this leaves us with the uncertainty of when schools 
might reopen.  Since we are dealing with a medical issue, I have consulted with our local and district medical 
officers and have determined that it is reasonable to expect that schools will remain closed through our spring 
break.  Therefore, at this point, we are planning that the soonest we might be back in school is Monday April 27th. 
As spring break approaches, of course, we will be continuing to monitor the situation with the hope of returning to 
school at the earliest possible date.  Teachers and administrators initially planned to be closed last week and this 
week.  Given what has transpired since, we are going to plan for an additional three weeks of distance learning with 
our students to take us up to our spring break.  In order to prepare an additional three weeks of distance learning 
content, we will be conducting the equivalent of an abbreviated day of instruction this week on Tuesday and 
Thursday.   

Parents and students should expect abbreviated contact from staff on these two days as they will be spending about 
half of each day preparing for the three additional weeks of distance learning.  The professional development 
activities for Tuesday and Thursday will be variable in timing, with some staff doing them in the morning and 
others doing them in the afternoon, depending on the availability of the instructional teams.  We appreciate your 
patience as we prepare for a shift in instruction for next week.   

Parents and students should expect next week to advance the regular curriculum in a meaningful but manageable 
way.  Grading will resume.  While not finalized yet, our discussions for the grading of high school students has 
been around the idea of combining 3rd and 4th marking periods into a semester grade.  Tentatively, grades accrued 
pre-closure would be combined with grades compiled post-closure to compute a grade for the spring semester that 
would be applied to both the 3rd and 4th marking periods.  No grading decisions for K-12 have been finalized yet, 
but this is the high school approach we are contemplating.

On the pages that follow this message, please note some resources on preventing eye strain.   Finally,  I heard that 
there continue to be groups of students congregating in close proximity.   The most recent example involved groups 
of students running/training in clusters.   Please remember that social distancing is our goal right now; whatever 
you can do to to help reinforce that is greatly appreciated.   Thank you for your support at this difficult time.  Nick 
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https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1__EYRHPId6KjG6D6R2pF8skbVBAQqueG?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1__EYRHPId6KjG6D6R2pF8skbVBAQqueG?usp=sharing
https://www.instagram.com/bernardstwpboe/
https://twitter.com/intent/follow?original_referer=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bernardsboe.com%2F&ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw&region=follow_link&screen_name=BernardsTwpBOE&tw_p=followbutton
https://www.facebook.com/Bernards-Township-BOE-348750209103740/





